Recent emergence of 2D materials (the so called van der Waals materials), of which graphene is the most famous one, opens new routes in creation of novel materials by mere layer-by-layer combinations. Moreover, a growth of such materials is typically done on a substrate. In both cases structures appear that are periodical in the plane but the periodicity is very different from a simple 1×1 commensurate unit cells combinations which appears for materials with very similar values of lattice constants. Much more common is the case in which a new periodic cell is of a moiré type -such as 10×10 over 9×9 in case of graphene on Ir(111). Once the shape of the common supercell for 2 different 2D materials, or a material and the surface is found -it is easy to do a computational treatment with appropriate method for electronic structure -such as density functional theory, tight binding or some other. The purpose of the CellMatch code is to generate such common super cell given the two unit cells of selected materials. The CellMatch code searches within given combinatorial space and sorts results by the strain imposed on one of the components, while the other component experiences zero strain. 71.15.Mb; 71.45.Gm 
Introduction
The revolution that began with discovery of graphene [1] is not losing its momentum. On the contrary, since then quite a few two dimensional materials have shown potential for applications in electronics [2] , optoelectronics [3] etc. Such materials represent a class of so called van der Waals materials [4] whose main characteristic is that they are made of layers of atoms which are held in bulk structure only by weak van der Waals forces (hence the name) which enables relatively easy extraction of a single layer of such material. Layers of such materials are characterized by the absence of dangling bonds since within the layer atoms are bonded together by strong covalent forces. Due to this property they tend to stick dominantly by vdW forces to other materials. Besides the simple Scotch tape method (mechanical exfoliation) for extracting a single layer of material they are also produced in monolayer thickness by chemical vapor deposition CVD [5] . Moreover by molecular beam epitaxy a heterostructures of vdW materials can be grown efficiently [6] with atomically sharp and clean interfaces. When grown by chemical vapor deposition different materials are used as substrates -for example graphene is very often grown on the Ir(111) surface [7] , MoS 2 can be grown on a sapphire [8] . In order to study growth of the materials on a substrate by computational method a common supercell of at least 2 different materials (substrate and deposited material) is required. Moreover, such class of materials opens new directions in novel materials design by simply stacking layers of one vdW material onto the other obtaining a so called vdW heterostructures. Additionally such structured can typically be intercalated, or decorated by adsorption giving a rather large phase space for design of novel materials. In order to study theoretically the smallest possible vdW heteroststructure composed of two vdW materials a common supercell is required. Of course, in the experimental growth common supercell will be obtained following the energy minimization which will typically be a competition between bonding between the layers of vdW materials and strain since typically such materials will have different lattice constants. Moreover, besides the CVD procedure where some relative orientations of layers appear as preferred in mechanical stacking procedure almost any relative orientation between the layers can be achieved [9] . Due to the intrinsic nature of the vdW materials that they stick to surfaces by weak vdW forces (since within the layers atoms are strongly covalently bound) they tend to grow incommensurately with the substrate while keeping the small strain within the layer. The purpose of the CellMatch code is to create that common supercell for the two given unit cells of different materials. The common supercell should ide-ally have small strain and small number of atoms, however usually a tradeoff is required between the two. The code performs a brute force search for a common supercell offering different possibilities in which one material is strained to fit onto the other. The possible structures are sorted by the value of strain. Sometimes it is relatively easy to produce a common supercell because of the geometrical similarity of the two given unit cells -for example graphene on Ir(111) which gives a well known moiré 10 × 10 graphene unit cells over 9 × 9 Ir(111) unit cells, structure (shown in figure 6 ). However, usually it is rather difficult to perform this cell matching task manually. In this paper, after theoretical introduction of the method, somewhat mixed with description of running the code, we demonstrate the cell matching procedure on several selected examples. Since the code is rather simple all available options are explained in detail in the appendix making this paper also a complete manual for the CellMatch code. By recursion the code can be used to create structures with arbitrary number of layers.
Technical remarks
The files describing input unit cells and the supercell generated by the CellMatch code are tailored for the VASP code [10] but it can be used easily with any other code regardless of the concrete implementation (density functional theory (DFT) [11] , tight binding [12] , empirical, etc.) -since the CellMatch only deals with the geometry of the supercell and position of the atoms in it. It is worth mentioning here that current state of the art DFT codes are now mature enough to include van der Waals forces in several ways. In our examples we prefer the selfconsistent implementation of the vdW-DF functional [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] as the best cost/benefit option of including vdW interaction from the first principles -i.e. without a single empirical parameter. Alternative route being RPA [18] or semi-empirical methods -such as DFT-D2 [19] might be used increasing the numerical effort or decreasing the accuracy, respectively. With the CPU power of the average cluster and vdW-DF functional approach one can expect to treat supercells with several hundreds atoms. In lower levels of approximation such as tight binding this number can be much higher. Also, it is worth mentioning here that by chance, recently, dealing with supercells for purpose of studying impurities and alloys the so called bandstructure unfolding procedures were developed. Such procedures enable projection of the bandstructure of the supercell into the Brillouin zones of the original small unit cells giving effective band structure which can be easily compared with the pristine materials bandstructure. The theory [20] and implementation [21] for band unfolding are readily available. In one of the examples we demonstrate band unfolding for the vdW heterostructure consisting of MoS 2 and graphene.
Theoretical background and the description of the code
We explain the general principle of generating a common supercell out of two unit cells by example. Starting from the two given unit cells shown in figure 1 we search for the common supercell in which atomic structures, defined by original unit cells, can be fitted with smallest possible strain.
We use the example of the graphene and vicinal Ir surface with somewhat larger indices -namely 332. This two cells are hard to fit manually in the common supercell. The unit cells are defined by the files named POSCAR GRAPHENE and POSCAR slab 332 (given in the appendix B) and search for common supercell is done by using the python code:
> python match cells.py POSCAR GRAPHENE POSCAR slab 332
There are several options to the command, such as cell rotation, which are explained in the appendix A. The first unit cell (POSCAR GRAPHENE) will be strained in the supercell while the second will not. For the POSCAR files we instruct the user to see VASP manual [10] , however the CellMatch code does not support all the VASP features (for example negative scaling number will not be recognized as the cell volume). The unit cells used with the code must be of the slab type having one unit cell vector perpendicular to the plane spanned by the other two. In figure 1 we show both side and top views of the unit cells, while in the rest of the paper mostly the top views are used. Starting from the in plane unit cell vectors of the two unit cells -namely a 1 ,a 2 and b 1 , b 2 the code first searches for the common vectors v 1 and w 2 in the plane within the given tolerance. The common vectors are generated as combinations of unit cell vectors:
where indices n 1 , n 2 , m 1 , m 2 are covering all possible combinations of integer numbers between −nindex to nindex, avoiding the null-vectors. The default value of nindex is 10. In figure 2 several common vectors generated by such procedure are shown -all vectors begin at the common origin and only the tips of the common vectors are shown represented by colored circles.
If the two common vectors generated by different unit cells v 1 and w 2 are close enough -i.e. within the tolerance which is defined as distance between ending points of the vectors divided by vector length (default being 1 percent) -they enter a set of vectors for possible common supercell construction. Having the set of common vectors all possible combinations of the two sets of common vectors (v 1 , w 1 ), (v 2 , w 2 ) spanning the common supercell are generated. Notice that for every two pairs of common vectors two supercells are generated each one created from its respective unit cell. Possible common vectors are shown in figure 2 as red and blue circles. Common vectors that satisfy tolerance criteria are shown as somewhat larger circles and dashed lines connect them to the origin representing the possible vectors of the common supercell.
All pairs of supercells (one supercell is generated from unit cell 1 and the other from unit cell 2) are then considered for the common supercell which is generated so that one supercell is deformed to fit perfectly the other. The strain due to this modification is calculated. Calculation of the strain is following the standard unit cell strain calculation given in reference [22] .
At this point the code has written files results.dat, POSCAR slab 332 copy and POSCAR GRAPHENE rotated 0.0.
All obtained results are written, sorted by strain in ascending order, into the file results.dat -printed here:
The coefficients given for the first supercell suggested in results.dat are shown in the figure 2 next to their representative vectors.
The second python code generate cell.py, by default, uses the results.dat file to generate the user selected common supercell.
The choice under number 1 from the results has the smallest strain of the scanned options and should be taken as the common supercell. Selection of the result number 1 from the results.dat is done by:
> python generate cell.py 1
Several options are available for this command -see appendix A. In particular the options for shifting the two cells relative to each other are important since this is only one possible relative position of one layer with respect to the other. To establish the energetically most favorable relative positions its phase space has to be thoroughly explored. The same is true for relative rotations between the layers -rotation being the option for the first python code that searches for the common supercell. The second code generates the actual supercell based on the results of the first python code. The second code repeats periodically the atoms from the original (input) unit cells in order to appropriately fill the supercell. This is rather straightforward and we do not describe the procedure here.
The final output file with the generated supercell will be named POSCAR COMMON CELL (given in the appendix A) and it can be used as input in electronic structure/total energy codes. For VASP no modifications should be needed and for other codes the user has to rearrange data to fit the given code. The obtained common supercell is shown in figure 3 . Notice that in this example it might be tempting to select the choice number 3 from the results which contains only 44 atoms in the supercell. Generating such supercell will give the structure shown in figure 4 in which graphene is obviously severely distorted. This is the consequence of the definition of the tolerance when searching for the common vectors and should be checked. Elongated cells satisfy tolerance criteria more easily since the supercell vectors are long. Due to the definition used for the common points it is not guaranteed that the angle between atoms in the supercell will be preserved -which typically costs a lots of energy that is not visible in the calculated "geometrical strain" value. The user should pay attention to this before selecting the structure with relatively small amount of atoms and seemingly small strain.
The working of the code described above is shown as flowchart in Figure 5 : 
Installation and running the code
The code consists of two python scripts (match cells.py and generate cell.py) and requires no installation, compilation or special python packages out of the standard Linux distributions. It is distributed as a gzipped tar file containing the two python scripts and 2 directories with examples. Running of the code is somewhat described in the theory part and we repeat it here briefly. Having the POSCAR files of the selected input unit cells -POSCAR 1 and POSCAR 2 the user first runs the first script:
> python match cells.py POSCAR 1 POSCAR 2 obtaining the output file results.dat in which typically several options are offered for generating a common supercell -given under the index numbers.
Selecting the supercell with index 1 is done by a command:
> python generate cell.py 1 which produces a common supercell file named POSCAR COMMON CELL. This ends the program run. Several options to the both python codes are available and are described in detail in the appendix A.
Examples
As examples we have selected three systems. In the first two examples we shall only demonstrate generating a supercell while for the third one we perform a DFT calculations yielding common structure relaxed geometry, binding energy, strain energy and electronic structure. The examples are chosen following some important challenges from vdW materials, namely: their growth by CVD, their contact with metals for electronic and catalytic applications and the most general creation of the two layer vdW heterostructure.
The first example of graphene on Ir(111) surface is a typical system in CVD growth of graphene, relatively popular for having graphene with almost unperturbed electronic structure compared to the free standing graphene due to its very weak interaction with the iridium substrate. Also this system has a very famous (10 × 10 over (9 × 9) moiré structure nicely visible in the STM experiments [23] .
The second example follows not so widespread research direction of vicinal surfaces with somewhat larger indices -namely the 331 surface of the iridium is matched again to the graphene. The idea that metal can modify electronic structure of the 2D materials attached to it [24] and be used for tailoring catalytic properties can be pushed even further using the vicinal surfaces which on its steps show exotic and interesting electronic properties [25] . The vicinal surfaces with indices larger than 1 are not so popular experimentally nor computationally. Regarding computation we believe that part of the problem lies in the fact that such surfaces itself were somewhat technically challenging to generate. Until recently there was no available code for preparing the unit cell of arbitrary vicinal surface. The recent work of Sun and Ceder [26] published such code that we used in generating both 332 (used in theory part of the paper) and 331 surface of iridium used in examples.
For the final example we select a real vdW heterostructure, a type of a system which is probably the main target for the CellMatch code. We chose graphene and MoS 2 heterostructure. Very recent development [?] shows a tremendous potential in creating such surfaces experimentally and obtaining different phys-ical properties -moreover, making very concrete devices based on them.
Graphene on Ir(111)
The system of graphene on Ir(111) is very well studied both experimentally and computationally [23] and under the STM a very nice moiré pattern is observed.
Feeding the unit cells of the Ir(111) surface and graphene to the CellMatch code we indeed obtain that structure as the best suggestion -shown in figure  6 . Notice that default nindex parameter is just barely large enough for the code to find this structure. If the moiré structure that is searched for has one of the indexes larger than 10 one has to increase nindex value so that the CellMatch discovers such structure. The lattice mismatch between graphene and Ir(111) is around 10 percent. If one wants CellMatch code to generate a simple 1×1 unit cell in which either graphene or Ir(111) will be strained by ± 10 percent -it can be achieved by increasing the linear tolerance value to around 0.1 (--tolerance option). At the same time nindex value should be reduced to 1, otherwise with default value of 10 and tolerance of 0.1 the number of combinations of common vectors would be enormous (2070 common vectors) and the calculations of common supercells can take a very long time.
Also if the tolerance of 0.1 is given together with the nindex value of 3 the code actually finds many equivalent possibilities -but always writes only the one with the smallest possible number of atoms -to see all the --unique 0 option should be used -see appendix A. 
Graphene on Ir(331)
Graphene on Ir(331) is chosen to demonstrate the interesting field of vicinal surfaces. We have used the recently published code by Sun and Ceder [26] to generate the 331 surface slab. Matching it with a graphene unit cell we obtain a structure shown in figure 7 . Notice that in this cell because of the reasons explained at the end of theoretical background section the angles between graphene atoms deviate form the ideal ones in graphene. Because of this we give it another run with --nindex 15 option which yields a larger supercell with much smaller strain shown in figure 8 . The acceptable amount of strain we leave to the user -however the physical reasoning behind the strain value is that it has to be smaller than the characteristic binding energy between the layers so that the best configuration can be determined. In the above example the smaller supercell cell yields a strain of 60 meV per carbon atom which is exactly the value of the average binding energy per carbon atom in the system. Therefore the larger cell has to be used where the strain in graphene is almost zero. For subtle effects of cell alignment and comparable strain and binding energies see the example of MoS 2 on sapphire in reference [27] .
Graphene on MoS 2
Finally, we select the example of the real vdW heterostructure of MoS 2 and graphene. MoS 2 has the bandgap and is probably second most popular vdW material after graphene. Some very promising demonstrations of its usage have been done in the past five years -the demonstration of a single layer transistor probably being the most famous one [2] . After selecting a common supercell shown in figure ? ? we perform a DFT calculation with selfconsistently implemented vdW-DF functional in VASP code to obtain the relaxed structure. In the relaxed structure both graphene and MoS 2 remain flat with the distance between them of 3.45Å(distance between graphene and closer sulfur atoms plane). Such distance immediately signals the dominant vdW character of binding (i.e. weak binding) which is confirmed by calculated binding energy of 63 meV per C atom. However, drawing the charge transfer shown in figure 10 shows that some small amount of charge transfer occurs. Calculating the purely nonlocal binding energy density, visualized in figure 11 , we establish that the pure nonlocal binding energy is actually 90 meV per carbon atom leading to conclusion that the charge rearrangement is actually of repulsive character. This is not unexpected, it is rather expected, as a signature of a dominant vdW bonding. The charge transfer is not completely absent in the dominantly physisorbed systems (held together by vdW interaction) it appears and serves as the counterbalance to the attractive vdW forces which would otherwise bring together two layers to complete overlap. The repulsive character of the charge transfer determines the equilibrium distance between the layers. This is shown in detail for the graphene on Ir(111) in reference [23] and it is known as a push back or pillow effect [28] . Calculating the strain value on the graphene by comparison with the unstrained geometry of the graphene supercell we obtain a small value of 10 meV per C atom. Based on the calculated strain and binding energies we can not claim that the obtained structure is the most stable one but we can definitely claim that it is stable. Of course there are other two parameters that we did not cover -relative shift between graphene and MoS 2 and the relative orientation between the layers. It might seem that relative shift or orientation plays a minor role in dominantly vdW bound layers since vdW interaction is so dispersed -but the truth is actually completely different as is shown in the reference [27] .
Having the atomic structure relaxed one can explore its electronic structure by looking at the density of states for example, but we decide to show the effective bandstructure along high symmetry lines of the original (small) unit cells. Since the interaction between the two layers is rather weak and is expected to be weak in almost any vdW heterostructure, we expect the bandstructure of the MoS 2 /Graphene to contain recognizable features from the bandstructure of it components. However it is difficult to compare the bandstructure directly from the supercell with the one from the small unit cell of MoS 2 or graphene. For this purpose we use the unfolding procedure for which the theory is given in [20] and implementation from reference [21] is employed here through the BandUp code [29] . After the unfolding procedure we obtain the bandstructure in the Brillouin zone of the MoS 2 unit cell where it can be directly compared with the original MoS 2 bandstructure -both shown in figure 12 . From figure 13 it can be seen that in spite of the small charge transfer the MoS 2 lines have been shifted a lot in the energy -more precisely they are shifted by the gap value of the MoS 2 . Originally fermi level in the MoS 2 lies at the top of its valence band maximum (VBM) and the smallest charge accumulation in the MoS 2 will shift it to the conduction band minimum (CBM) -which is exactly what is shown in figure 13 . By shifting the original MoS 2 bands by −1.55 eV -dashed lines, we can conclude that such doping of MoS 2 follows closely the rigid band approximation, which can not be determined a-priori.
In figure 12 we show the unfolded bandstructure but this time with respect to the unit cell of graphene, so that graphene features are recognized easily. In all given examples once the common supercell is prepared it can be used to further study modifications of the heterostructure (novel material) properties through intercalation, adsorption, gating, strain, etc.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated a novel code which can be used as a handy tool in creating various layered type heterostructures, such as found in epitaxial growth and in particular in the emerging field of vdW heterostructures. The CellMatch is a universal tool which generates atomic structures regardless of the computational method that will be applied on them afterwards. Since it only systematically searches through a phase space of possible combinations of the two unit cells combinations it has no convergence issues. In principle the code generates one common supercell out of two unit cells, but used recursively one can keep adding more layers to the structure. The developed CellMatch code is very general and it represents a valuable tool not only for the ab initio computational community but also for anyone studying vdW heterostructures or epitaxial growth by other means. --nindex nind Integer number nind for search of common unit cell vectors, the values in code go from -nind to +nind, the default value is 10.
--tolerance tol Tolerance -float value tol -for detecting that two supercell vectors constructed from different unit cells are considered identical. Defined as length of the vector difference divided by vector length. Default value 0.01.
--rotate rot Rotation angle rot (in degrees) for the first unit cell. Default value is 0. The first unit cell (POSCAR 1) will be copied into a file POSCAR 1 rotated 0.0.
--maxatoms mat Integer number mat for maximum number of atoms in the supercell, if the supercell with larger number of atoms is found it will not be printed -default value -1 -meaning that maximum number of atoms is infinite.
--maxstrain mstr Float value mstr for maximum strain in the supercell, supercells with larger strain value will not be printed -default value -1 -meaning that maximum strain is infinite.
--unique 0/1 Unique switch 0 or 1, default value is 1. In case of 0 value all possible realizations of the equivalent supercells will be printed out.
--output outfile Name of the output file outf ile. Default value is results.dat, this file is used by generate cell.py to create common supercell.
--show progress 0/1 Show progress switch 0 or 1. Default value is 1 and the progress is printed on the screen. For example in high-throughput applications running on cluster etc. it might be convenient to suppress the on screen output.
For generate cell.py --input file infile Input file name inf ile from which the parameters are read to generate the common supercell. The default value is results.dat.
--tolerance tol Tolerance integer value tol used in determining repeating periodic cells in order to generate atoms for the common supercell. This parameter with default value of 1 should not be changed. If it happens that some atoms are missing in the final supercell -please report, and try to increase the value.
--tolerance float tolf Tolerance float value tolf used to determine which atoms obtained by repeating the original (small) unit cells lie within a new common supercell. This number as well as tolerance should not be changed. In case that some atoms are missing try to increase the value, while in case that there are too many atoms in the supercell decrease the value. Default value is 1e − 4 -and please report such cases.
--shift11 --shift12 --shift13 --shift21 --shift22 --shift23 shift Shifts along the unit cell vectors for the two original unit cells. For example − − shif t110.5 option will shift the atoms of the first unit cell by 0.5 a 1 unit cell vector.
--shift1x --shift1y --shift1z --shift2x --shift2y --shift2z shift Shifts along the Cartesian axes for the two original unit cells. For example − − shif t1x3.5 option will shift the atoms of the first unit cell by 3.5Å along the x-axis.
--output outfile The name of the output file. Default value is P OSCAR C OM M ON C ELL.
--zfix zf The value zf inÅ of the z-coordinate below which the atoms of the common super cell will be fixed for VASP selective dynamics. The option "F F F" will be written. In the case of negative value zf the atoms above the −zf coordinate will be fixed.
--draw 0/1 The draw switch 0 or 1. In case of value of 1 the code will draw a supercell generated from unit cell 1 and unit cell 2 -the mismatch will be visible to estimate the strain. Original unit cells are drawn as well. 
